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Outline of lectures today and next Wednesday

Today (hopefully)

Classical Corporate Income Tax (CIT)

Other forms of tax on corporations

Tax on other forms of businesses

Taxation of personal capital income

Efficiency and distortions

Review of basic economic concepts

Effective tax rates

Sandmo (1974)
Depreciation and tax wedges

Zodrow (1991)
Dividend taxation, trapped equity
Old view versus new view

First four pages of Sørensen (2005)

Next Wednesday

Imputation, dual income tax

More on Norway 1992–2006

Remainder of Sørensen (2005)
Shareholder Income Tax
Norway 2006–today

Lindhe and Södersten (2012)
Criticism of Sørensen

de Mooij and Devereux (2011)
Allowance for Corporate Equity (ACE)
Comprehensive Business Income Tax
(CBIT)
Multinational firms
Measures of distortions

The ECON4620 seminar Monday 10 March looks at a related problem set

In addition to these slides, diagrams will be drawn on the blackboard
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Corporate Income Tax (CIT) of the classical type

The tax base is (one possible definition of) the firm’s income in year t,

π∗t = ptF (Lt ,Kt)− wtLt − αtqtKt − i(1− k)qtKt

The formula above relies on the following simplifications:
I Only one product, with production function F , sold at price pt ,
I only two input factors, labor and capital, with prices wt , qt ,
I a deduction for depreciation of capital is allowed at rate αt
I a fraction 1 − k of capital is debt financed, with interest rate i .

Of course, the CIT applies more generally, and the tax base is operating income
(here ptFt − wtLt) plus net financial income (here −i(1− k)qtKt) minus
depreciation (here αtqtKt).

Observe in particular:
I An investment It is not deductible in the year it happens, but postponed, according to

some rule. One much-used rule is exponential decline, “declining balance,” αt being a
constant, α. Another rule is linear, 1

n
It over a fixed number of years, t + 1, . . . , t + n.

I To calculate year t’s depreciation deductions under the linear rule, one needs the whole
vector, . . . , It−2, It−1, It , not only Kt .

I An interpretation: Depreciation deductions mimic the reduction in value of the firm’s
real capital. Income is calculated as if the firm were to sell off its capital at the end of
every period. But stylized rules are more practical than market values.

I Another interpretation: Depreciation equals the reinvestment necessary to keep capital
intact.
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Other forms of taxation of corporations; other types of organization of firms

A corporation (inc.) is the typical form of organization of large firms. Also known as
limited-liability companies (ltd.), GmbH in German, ASA (listed on stock exchange)
or AS (unlisted) in Norwegian.

I Instead of classical CIT, there exist CIT variants with other deductions (more in next
lecture, de Mooij and Devereux).

I Instead of CIT, there exist cash-flow based taxes, without depreciation deductions, but
with It deducted directly (more in next lecture, Sørensen, sect. 4.1).

I Also (but will not go into): Corporations pay VAT and payroll taxes. Some
corporations pay environmental and other excise taxes.

Two alternative organizational forms (more in next lecture, Sørensen, sect. 4.4):
I Sole proprietorships, i.e., self employment (selvstendige næringsdrivende)

F Income may be taxed together with, e.g., wage income or financial income
I Partnerships

F Income and other items may be split between partners, taxed as self employed

I Some countries have more specialized rules for taxation of these two types

Some countries have different tax rules for
I small and large corporations (e.g., the U.S.)
I closely held and widely held corporations (e.g., Norway 1992–2006)
I listed and unlisted corporations (e.g., Finland)
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Taxation of personal capital income; the classical system

For shareholders (owners of a corporation) the final economic outcome depends also
on personal taxes on income received from the corporation.

I Income to shareholders in form of dividend (cash paid out), capital gains (or losses,
realized when shares are sold), or repurchases (corporation buys back shares from
shareholders)

I In some tax systems (or some situations) these three may be taxed differently

Other forms of personal capital income (may be positive or negative)
I Interest income, rents for property
I Potentially these may be taxed differently, perhaps depending also on whether positive

or negative (i.e., deductible in what)
I Taxation of other financial income typically determines required rates of return

Classical system of corporate and capital income taxation:
I In corporate income, interest costs are deductible, but returns to shareholders not
I In personal capital income, both interest income and dividends are taxed
I Thus, dividends are subject to double taxation
I System used in the U.S.; is basis for comparison (e.g., Zodrow, de Mooij and Devereux)
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Efficiency and distortions

Interested in efficiency of the combined system, corporate and capital income taxes

Point of departure: analyze as if no other (distortionary) taxes or market failures
I Distortions compared with no-tax situation; direction of distortion
I Distortion, measured in required rate of return, without tax versus with tax
I Distortion, measured in investment, without tax versus with tax
I Distortion, measured in change in GDP, without versus with
I Distortion, measured in welfare (compensating variation), without versus with

These measures can also be used to analyze effect of reform, i.e., change from one
to another tax system, not comparing with a no-tax situation

The latter is in many cases more realistic; often based on numerical models (de
Mooij and Devereux)

Warning: The lectures use the notation from each article, which changes:

time tax rate tax amount
Sandmo t s
Zodrow t,T
Sørensen t, s τ, t T
de Mooij & Devereux τ

Lindhe & Södersten t, s τ T
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Review of two basic economic concepts
Returns to scale

A production function F (L,K) exhibits
I increasing returns to scale (IRS) if F (cL, cK) > cF (L,K) for all c > 1
I constant returns to scale (CRS) if F (cL, cK) = cF (L,K) for all c > 1
I decreasing returns to scale (DRS) if F (cL, cK) < cF (L,K) for all c > 1

A local property at each (L,K), but some functions have, e.g., IRS everywhere

With CRS, there is typically no interior optimum to profit maximization

As long as there are IRS, profits will typically increase whenever inputs increase

Present value (PV) and internal rate of return (IRR)

Consider an economy with many periods, t = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Assume all firms and households can borrow and lend any amount at interest rate i

Households want as high present value of incomes (Y0,Y1,Y2, . . .) as possible,

PV(i ; Y0,Y1,Y2, . . .) ≡
∞∑

t=0

Yt

(1 + i)t

In owners’ interest, firms maximize PV by starting all projects with PV> 0

For normal projects, ∂PV
∂i

< 0; define IRR by PV(IRR) = 0, accept project if IRR> i

May measure tax distortions in (internal) rates of return; would rather want effect
on PV (as first approximation to ∆GDP)
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Effective tax rates

From a defined tax base and a tax function (tax as function of tax base), can define:
I Marginal tax rate is first derivative, additional tax relative to small additional income
I Average tax rate is total tax divided by total tax base (or total income)

Many reasons to use more sophisticated concepts

E.g., in labor income taxation, may include income-dependent government support
I If income increases, lose some support; adds to marginal effective tax rate

Taxation of firms: a small investment increase may increase income in many years
I Could calculate present value of sequence of increased incomes, and of taxes
I Could use this to calculate a present-value marginal tax rate

Another method; assuming that the firm requires rate of return after tax of ρ

Because of distortionary taxes, this requires rate of return before tax of r

ρ is known as after-tax cost of capital, r is before-tax cost of capital

This leads to the following definitions; tax wedges in rates of return:
I Effective Marginal Tax Rate (EMTR, sometimes known as METR) is (r − ρ)/r
I Effective Average Tax Rate (EATR, sometimes known as AETR) could be defined as

(ra − ρa)/ra, where ra is the rate of return before taxes on any project (not marginal),
and ρa is the rate of return after taxes on the same project; other definitions exist, but
are not covered in this course

Used in Zodrow, Sørensen, deMooij and Devereux; also the OECD, etc.; widespread
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Sandmo’s model: Effects of deductions for depreciation and interest costs
A number of assumptions for the model

Keep throughout two lectures:

Neoclassical model: Investment
reversible with no adjustment cost
(skipping Sandmo’s sect. 5)

Competitive firms (see Sandmo p. 291)

No general inflation, owners care about
nominal profits and interest rates

Firms maximize profits, act in interest
of owners

These will be relaxed or discussed:

Firm pays taxes every period,
deductions effective immediately

Closed economy, domestic owners only

Full certainty about future prices and
quantities

Constant debt/capital ratio, 1− k

Income-shifting impossible (cf. de
Mooij and Devereux, p. 103–104)

Model:

Multiperiod firm with three inputs each period, Lt and two types of capital, K1t ,K2t

Capital type j depreciates at rate δj ∈ (0, 1), gross investment is Ijt , so next period

Kj,t+1 = Kjt(1− δj ) + Ijt , with K10,K20 exogenous

Labor and investment goods are bought at prices w , q1, q2, constant over time

Net cash flow in period t when there are no taxes, is

Rt = pXt − wLt − q1I1t − q2I2t , where Xt ≡ F (Lt ,K1t ,K2t), DRS
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Sandmo’s model: Base case without taxes
Firm maximizes the present value of cash flows, with interest rate i :

V =
∞∑

t=0

Rt

(1 + i)t

First-order conditions are

p
∂F (Lt ,K1t ,K2t)

∂Lt
− w = 0 for t = 0, 1, 2, . . .

p
∂F (Lt ,K1t ,K2t)

∂K1t
− (i + δ1)q1 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . .

p
∂F (Lt ,K1t ,K2t)

∂K2t
− (i + δ2)q2 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . .

Interpretation: Value of marginal product equals factor price in optimum

For capital, (i + δj )qj is known as the user cost, plays the role of factor price

The user cost is the cost of using one unit of capital for one period

The user cost consists of the foregone interest plus the depreciation

Myopic: Decides for each period separately, due to neoclassical investment

Might as well sell all capital at end of each period and buy new
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Sandmo’s model: Results with a constant tax rate s and constant prices
What follows covers two cases, eqs. (12)–(15) and (25)–(28); taxable profit in period t is

π∗t = pXt − wLt − (i(1− k) + α1)q1K1t − (i(1− k) + α2)q2K2t

In (12), k is zero, so interest cost is deductible for the full amount of capital
I Because there is no equity, or because the return to equity is also deductible

In (12), depreciation in tax rules, αj , may or may not equal the actual δj

In the case 0 < k < 1 in (25), there is a simplifying assumption of αj = δj for both j

Sandmo also defines πt as profit in period t before taxes, using δj instead of αj , and
k = 0; shows p. 290 that max of PV of {πt} gives same f.o.c. as max PV of {Rt}

In case k = 0, eq. (12), max
∑∞

t=0[(πt − sπ∗t )/(1 + i)t ] has first-order conditions

p
∂F

∂Lt
− w = 0 for t = 0, 1, 2, . . .

p
∂F

∂K1t
−
[

i + δ1 +
s

1− s
(δ1 − α1)

]
q1 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . .

p
∂F

∂K2t
−
[

i + δ2 +
s

1− s
(δ2 − α2)

]
q2 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . .

First conclusion: If αj = δj for both j and k = 0, then decisions are unaffected by the tax
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Results from Sandmo’s model, contd.

More on the case k = 0, eqs. (12)–(22):

When “tax depreciation” αj differs from δj , the tax distorts decisions
I If both αj are too small, the firm will use too much labor relative to capital
I And vice versa if both are too large
I If one too little, one too large, “labor relative to capital” has no clear tendency, but

F May compare in more detail, e.g. in (20), what if α1 = α2 but δ1 6= δ2
F Then CIT changes composition of K1,K2 in favor of more durable capital

Interpretation: Too high αj (compared with δj ) is subsidy of Kj , and vice versa

Now the case 0 < k < 1 and both αj = δj , eqs. (25)–(30); second and third f.o.c. are

p
∂F

∂K1t
−
(

i · 1− s + sk

1− s
+ δ1

)
q1 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . . (27)

p
∂F

∂K2t
−
(

i · 1− s + sk

1− s
+ δ2

)
q2 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . . (28)

In this case, short-term capital (high δj ) is favored by tax, relative to long-term

Interpretation: Firm now pays a higher “effective” interest rate after tax,
i(1− s) + isk with k > 0; this increases the user cost relatively more for long-term
capital relative to short-term capital
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Sandmo’s model gives the Johansson-Samuelson theorem

Consider the case k = 1, not considered by Sandmo; enter this into (27)–(28) to find

p
∂F

∂K1t
−
(

i · 1

1− s
+ δ1

)
q1 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . .

p
∂F

∂K2t
−
(

i · 1

1− s
+ δ2

)
q2 = 0 for t = 1, 2, . . .

Assuming a constant i , the user cost of capital increases as k increases towards 1

Use of labor will be higher relative to capital, and total production will be lower

Conclude: For a given i , a CIT without deduction for interest distorts decisions

Another interpretation: What if all alternative investments are also taxed with rate s?

Financial investments will now give an after-tax return of i(1− s)

The relevant discount rate for shareholders, and thus the firm, will be i(1− s)

When k = 1, there is no interest deductibility; i only appears as discount rate

If i in the two equations above is replaced by i(1− s), we get back to no distortions

Conclude: The case with both αj = δj , no interest deduction, but taxation also of all
alternative returns, leads to no distortions, the Johansson-Samuelson theorem

Perhaps first interpretation fits open economy, second fits closed?
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CIT and personal capital income taxes seen together, Zodrow

Previous page shows importance of personal capital income tax for effect of CIT

Tax on owner’s alternative investment returns will matter; but there is more:

Different personal taxes apply to various kinds of return from corporations

Interest payments on bonds (or loans), dividends and capital gains on equity

In what follows, we do not consider debt, but different forms of equity taxation

Classical system: CIT has no deduction for dividend payments, dividends taxed twice

“Old view:” 1 dollar new shares gives profit one period later, paid as dividends

g is profit after depreciation before taxes, and Da = dividends after all taxes

Let tB denote CIT rate and tI the personal tax on dividends, as in Zodrow

Combined effect is Da = g(1− tB )(1− tI ), combined rate is tB + tI (1− tB )

The rate exceeds tB , by much in many systems; is this harmful for investment?

Perhaps required rate of return before taxes will be even higher due to this?

Two views on effect of dividend taxation on required rates of return before tax:
I “Old view:” Investments financed by new shares, dividend taxes harmful (above)
I “New view:” Investments financed by retained profits, dividend taxes harmless

Will give the two alternative explanations, and mention more alternatives

Both views consider the classical system; both may be relevant in some situations
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New view

Zodrow claims (p. 497) that in fact, most investment is financed by retentions

Consider firm with retained profit from previous activity, after CIT is paid

Assume payout of X of these profits results in net amount Y for shareholders

X 6= Y due to personal dividend tax (at rate tI ) and capital gains tax (rate tG )

If retained profits are reduced by X , then total value of firm’s shares are reduced

Since payout value to shareholders is Y , this must be market’s valuation of X

(An underlying assumption is that all shareholders pay taxes at the same rates)

A reduction Y in total share value of implies lower capital gains taxes tG Y

But the shareholder must pay dividend taxes tI X , and the net total for them is

X (1− tI ) + tG Y = Y which implies X = Y
1− tG

1− tI

This explains “one dollar of foregone after-tax dividends” “gives rise to an
investment at the firm level of (1− tG )/(1− tI )” (Zodrow p. 499)

Assume one dollar after-tax dividends is given up, investment increases by
(1− tG )/(1− tI ), this results next period in profits g(1− tG )/(1− tI ) before taxes,
nothing is retained, shareholders receive [g(1− tG )/(1− tI )] · (1− tB )(1− tI )

The personal dividend tax cancels out, net payout is g(1− tG )(1− tB )

Effectively, tax rate is [g − g(1− tG )(1− tB )]/g = tB + tG (1− tB ), independent of tI
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Alternative sources of finance and uses of profits

Use of profit
Source Dividend Retained profit Repurchase
New shares [1] tB + tI (1− tB ) [2] tB + tG (1− tB ) [3]
Retained profit [4] tB + tG (1− tB ) [5] [6]

Table of effective profit tax rates for two sources of finance and three uses

Have explained cells [1] and [4]; will leave [3], [5], [6] open

Zodrow (p. 502) considers mix of [1] and [2]; fraction f of profit paid as dividends

By setting f = 0 in Zodrow’s eq. (3), you find the expression in cell [2]

Cells [3] and [6] are similar to [1] and [4], but with tI = 0 if repurchases are tax free

When retained profits are source of finance, and profits are then paid as dividends,
dividend taxes to not matter for effective tax on investment return

Equity “trapped” after it has been paid in; subsequent retained profits also

The word “trapped” is used because it is costly to pay out as dividends

Share repurchases is an alternative to dividends, a payout which is tax free

Repurchases legal in the U.S., illegal or strongly restricted in many other countries

Empirical evidence (Zodrow pp. 503–507) is mixed, but more in favor of old view
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Integration of corporate and personal (capital) income taxation

Several countries have tried to avoid the double taxation of dividends

Can be partly motivated by old view, and by empirical support of that view

Double taxation avoided by reducing tI or giving deduction for dividends in CIT

Open economy may be argument for not giving the deduction at corporate level

Deduction at corporate level would also benefit foreign shareholders (—unwanted?)

One form called imputation: Give personal shareholders deduction for imputed tax

Imputed tax refers to calculation of what tax has already been paid by corporation

E.g., some countries may want progressive taxation of (total) personal incomes

Want then to include dividends with other income and calculate taxes from total

But after such calculation, may give deduction for taxes already paid by corporation

If personal marginal tax for shareholders exceeds tB , this would increase EMTR

Argument for such arrangement: Progressive taxes reduce after-tax inequality

Against: If high tax rates hit marginal investment, total investment will be lower
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Norwegian dual income tax 1992–2005 (Sørensen pp. 778–781)

1992 system necessary background to understand Sørensen’s main topic, 2006 reform

System 1992–2005 was imputation system, but more; known as dual income tax

Separation of personal taxes on labor income and on capital income (started 1987)

Flat, low rate (28%) on capital income, motivated by international capital mobility

Same tax on labor income, but additional tax also, progressive with fewer deductions

CIT as in classical system: Flat (28%), deduction for interest, not for dividends

No personal tax on dividend income from Norwegian corporations

Personal capital gains taxation only on previously untaxed part of capital gain

Depreciation deductions αj approximately equal to economic depreciation δj

Thus: All capital income taxed equally at 28%; tax system (in many ways) neutral

Problem: How separate labor from capital income for self employed and small firms?
I For self employed, no obvious way to separate
I For small firms, owners often work in firm, will want separation to minimize taxes
I Method 1: Calculate some “normal” salary, classify rest as profit
I Method 2: Calculate some “normal” profit, classify rest as salary

Another problem for imputation system: Also for dividends from abroad?

Finland had problems vis-a-vis the EU on this, and abolished system in 2005
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